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Comparison of 2_D_Cascade Tests
Done in the VKI and AVA Cascade Wind T\rnnels

o
by

Lawac z eck

The charakteristic data of a high turning gas turbine cascade, describedin Ref' [1-i , were measured in the wind tunnels for straight cascadesand for rotating (annutar) cascades of the AvA-DFVLR-Gtittingen. Theexit frow conditions were changed from subsonic up to supersonic velo_cities' The turning and the losses obtained in the two fac'ities are com_pared to those measurements done in the vKr-cascade wind tunnel. Thesurface pressure distribution measured in the straight cascade windtunnels of VKI and AVA were also compared.
The results of these comparisons can be summarized as follows:The pressure distribution measurements of vKI and AvA are in a goodagreement except of a smarl region at the end of the suction side ofthe brade' These deviations are certainry due to differences of theReynoldsnumbers in both fac'ities. The turning measured in.alr threefac'ities is in agreement in the sub- and supersonic flow regimel 0nryin the case of transonic frow there are derivations up to r.5 degrees.

The losses are - within a certain scatter oI l/o _point _ in a goodagreement up to that Machnumber, where the rosses increase rapidly,i'e' in this case up to Machnumber of M, az 1.1. It is interesting tonote that the wind tunnel for rotating cascades gives the same resurtsas the wind tunnels for straight cascases up to the downstream Mach-number of M, 6v 1.1.

A detailed description of the above mentioned comparison of e:rperimen_tal resurts is given in Ref. [2], incruding results obtained by theoreti-cal methods
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comparison of 2-D and rotation meas*rements of cascades
with flat plate profiles

by
Heinemann

Two flat prate cascades of different geometry are investigated in the 2_D-cascade wind tunnel and the facility for rotating (annular) cascades to
compare the resurts. Moreover, measurements are taken for another tip_section cascade, the geometry and profile of which are described inRef' [1] ' rnis cascade is deveroped and also examined at the vKI,
Rhode st' Genese, Belgium. The exit flow conditions are changed from
subsonic up to supersonic velocities. The inlet angle is also varied. Thepitch-chord ratio and the stagger angle of the first frat plate cascade
are g/c = 1.2 and T= lbo and for the other one g/c = 1,0 and )= 25o.
The wake frow measurements are compared in the case of the flat prate
cascades for both DFVLR-AVA facilities. In the case of the third tip-
section cascade the surface pressure measurements and the wal.e flow
measurements are compared with the results of the VKL
The main results are as follows:
All results are in good agreement for all cascades, excqlt for super-
sonic Machnumbers in the ouilet plane. rn this case the results for the
2-D-wind tunnel and the facility for rotating cascades do not agree. The
increase of l0sses happens in the case of the fac'ity for rotating cas-
cades at a lower Machnumber than in the case for the 2-D-wind tunner.
An eryIanation for this fact can be given rooking for the different test
conditions: in the case of the 2-D-fvind tunnel onry the Iosses produced
by a limited number of blades are taken into account and in the case of
the facility for rotating cascades the measurements are taken for an infi_
nite cascade. Another reason may be the centrifugal forces in the faci-lity for rotating cascades, because the rpm of the test wheers is up to
13 000/min. rt seems to be necessary to investigate this influence by
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